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SUMMARY. The recent rapid advances and growth in computing power has made access
to powerful computer hardware both feasible and affordable for the wider technological and
scientific community. The emergence of cost-effective and time-efficient computational
simulation, of industrial phenomena and processes as an alternative to either the traditional
experimental or analytical methods of investigation can be seen as an illustration of this
breakthrough. An essential link in the establishment of the process models is the important
verification and validation process. For the computational models of complex industrial
processes, this can be a very exacting process, hi many cases there are very precise and
restrictive requirements on the physical and chemical properties of the tracer materials
needed for the validation experiments. Radioisotope tracers have a long history of being
used as tools for process investigations in Industry and Medicine and are well-suited to these
investigations. New developments in the formulation of encapsulated radioisotopes are being
made that will open up the use of radiotracer applications for such wider ranging validation
work, not only in industrial but also in medical investigations and will greatly assist the
important area of multiphase flow.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth in computing power in
the 1980's has seen the emergence of the
computational simulation, of multiphase
flow as a cost-effective and time-efficient
alternative to either the traditional
experimental or the analytical methods of
investigation. This trend has been
accelerating in the 1990s, providing
opportunities for integrating aspects of
computational science to provide
computational design and management as
well as stimulating more fundamental
computational science investigations.
Multiphase flow is an important
phenomenon that encompasses human
activity from the act of breathing to the
operation of complex industrial processes.

Concerning potential medical
applications, in the past insufficient
attention has been paid to achieving a
thorough understanding of the various

phenomena involved in inhaling aerosol
particles, although breathing dust particles
has been widely studied in an industrial
context (e.g. pneumoconiosis). As
pointed out by Stewart and Demetri (1),
the two aspects are not necessarily
identical. In particular, little emphasis has
been placed upon the scientific
background of aerosol therapy, and little
attention paid to the aerodynamic
behaviour of therapeutic aerosols. For
example, there is need to determine the
effects of particle size, breathing patterns,
and airway calibre on the spatial
distribution of particles within the
respiratory tract. Other examples of
deficiencies in our knowledge of this area
include:
• the inadequate characterisation of

therapeutic aerosols;
• the need to quantify the smallest drug

dose which will give an optimal
therapeutic effect; and,
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• the importance of correlating the site of
deposition of aerosols or drugs with the
location of the relevant receptor sites.

In trying to address these problems,
computational modelling will be able to
play an important role. This is because of
the diverse geometries involved and the
wide variation in the physical and
chemical properties of solid and liquid
making up the aerosols. Experimental
evaluation of each specific type of aerosol
is not a practical consideration and cannot
be undertaken as a realistic measure.
Thus predictive models are required to
assess both the total rate of deposition and
its internal distribution. Progress toward
achieving this goal will be accelerated by
a better understanding of aerosol transport
mechanisms in the complex geometries
present in human airways.

The extension of the modelling of particle
flow and deposition within human airways
requires experimental measurements to
both validate the computational
predictions and calibrate the terms
modelling fluid-particle interactions and
particle deposition distributions. Studies
using radioaerosol imaging techniques
have so far produced some of the most
reliable data on the deposition of inhaled
particles in airways and much of this
information would have been difficult, if
not impossible, to obtain by other means.
Imaging of radioactive aerosols can define
their deposition in the central airways or
lung. Thus the validation of these models
is crucial and the new radionuclide tracers
currently being developed will be needed
to provide the essential data for model
development and refinement. Once
obtained, these validated models should
be able to provide unprecedented
information about such factors in the
airways and lungs as: wall-shear stress;
recirculation zones; mass and heat transfer
rates; particle deposition sites; effects of
particle shape and size; and, other
important fluid and particle transport
phenomena, which can be used to effect
for greatly improved diagnoses.

In industry, in spite of the ready
availability and affordability of powerful
computer hardware, there is a extreme
shortage of reliable computational models
capable of simulating the increasingly
complex tasks they require. Although
some mathematical models are available
for predicting industrial flow
characteristics, their reliability is
sometimes questionable, particularly
where multiphase flow transport processes
are involved, due to a lack of fundamental
knowledge about the fluid-particle
interaction mechanisms. Some scale-
model studies of specific cases have been
conducted in the laboratory but they are
not capable of simulating all flow
conditions that might be present in a real
industrial environment, for example, the
multiphase flow regimes operating in a
power utility boiler. In such cases, actual
field studies are the essential links to
provide the necessary verification and
validation of the computational models of
the complex industrial processes.
Overcoming this shortage of validated
computational models through a
programme of concerted efforts in model
development and verification is a major
challenge for the remainder of the 1990's.

Radioactive tracers and radioisotope
gauges have been used for many years in
industry for process optimisation and
control, and for assessing the operational
efficiency of plant and its compliance with
specifications (2). The technology has
been evolving over the years in response
to the demands of industry and the new
opportunities presented by modern data
processing systems. There has been a
growing demand for this technology to be
established in the Asia Pacific region and
this has been addressed through assistance
programmes such as the IAEA's technical
cooperation programme, the Regional
Cooperative Agreement (RCA) for Asia
and the Pacific and various bilateral
assistance programmes (3,4).

2. EXAMPLES OF THE SCOPE FOR
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF
MULTIPHASE PROCESSES



2.1 Medical Applications

Accurate estimation of aerosol deposition
in human airways is necessary for
efficient and effective targeting of
aerosolized drugs for diseases such as
asthma. Improved knowledge gained
about particle deposition and distribution
has important implications for aerosol
therapy and the achievement of more
effective and efficient clinical
management of the condition.

The physical processes of aerosol particle
deposition are mainly
(i) diffusion - this results from a balance
between inherent thermal energy and the
frictional restraining force of air on the
particle surface.
(ii) gravitational settling - the rate of
sedimentation is driven by gravitational
force and opposed by air friction., and
(iii) inertial impaction - the inertia of a

particle depends directly on its mass.
Other factors which may be significant
include the electrical charge, hygroscopic
behaviour, and chemical composition.

The deposition of inhaled particles in the
human airways is determined not only by
the physical characteristics of the particles
themselves, but also by the nature of the
air flow in the various regions, such as
turbulence due to a reduction in diameter,
or partial obstruction of airways as seen in
diseases such as asthma.

A number of studies using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) codes on flow field
and particle deposition in human airway
bifurcations have recently been performed
by different groups of researchers. (5-11).
One of the difficulties has been the
calculation of the gas and aerosol particle
flows in a realistic airway geometry, such
as the multiple-branching airways that are
present in human lung. This is due to the
factors such as:
• the difficulty of constructing a

computational domain for the airway
geometry, using the conventional

numerical techniques like using a
single structured grid;

• the high cost of studying the particle
trajectories in a multiple-branching
airway using the particle trajectory
methods mentioned above.

To overcome these difficulties, more
sophisticated numerical techniques and
methods are being developed that are
capable of predicting gas and particle
deposition for such conditions.

Tu and Fuchs (13) have developed a novel
numerical methodology for dividing a
multiple-branching domain into a number
of single branches where the
computational grids can be easily
constructed using conventional
techniques. The mathematical interface
between the connecting branches in the
flow calculation has not yet been
developed. Recently, a computationally
economic two-fluid model Eulerian
approach for gas-particle two-phase flow
(14) has been combined with the
Lagrangian method, (15) permitting
simulation of both gas and particle flows
in multiple-component domains such as
the multiple-branching in human airways
without difficulty.

Single-phase (gas phase) turbulence
modelling is now reasonably reliable and
economical in computing time (16) for
predicting the mean-flow character.
Turbulence modelling for the particle
(dispersed) phase is not yet so developed
as the single phase flow but some progress
has already been made (14).

An enhanced understanding of the
fundamental behaviour the dynamic
characteristics of aerosol particles within
the human airways and lungs has to be
developed to allow better understanding of
the processes involved and to achieve
better and more effective medical
treatments. The advances in
computational techniques combined with
the new controlled size particulate
radioisotope formulations can be used, for
example, to investigate, computationally



and experimentally, the dynamic
behaviour of aerosol particles in critical
size ranges and to quantify particle
deposition in multiple-branching airways.
From such work it will be possible to
develop enhanced procedures for
radioaerosol imaging techniques for the
lungs and the airways, based on real-time
analysis.

2.2 Industrial Processes

Multiphase flow operations feature in all
major process industries, including coal-
fired power generation and metallurgical
processing, and thus, are of prime
economic importance to the national
economies of many countries. In the past,
empirical approaches have had to be used
to assist in the design of such systems,
because of the complexity of the fluid
mechanics of multiphase processes.
These approaches have inevitably been
non-optimal and expensive. The readily
availability of affordable high power
computational hardware coupled with the
development of more sophisticated
measurement techniques, provides the
tools to improve the understanding and
characterisation of multiphase flows,
ultimately leading to the development of
reliable predictive models that will greatly
facilitate the design and optimisation of
such systems.

The problem of deposition of particles and
erosion of material, through the impaction
of particles in the fluid stream, is one
important problem found in many
industrial multiphase flow systems.
Examples of this problem are found in a
large number of major process industries
such as - agricultural production, food,
energy, minerals production and
metallurgical processing, all of which are
fundamental to the Australian and other
national economies.

In the example of the coal-fired power
generation industry, it has been
established that fly ash from the hot
combustion gases can deposit and build-
up (fouling) on boiler tubes, causing

erosion of the tubes and reduced their heat
transfer performance. In the past, the
complex fluid mechanics of the gas-
particle flow processes causing the tube
erosion and the deposition of fly ash have
had to be dealt with using empirical
approaches. A combination of
computational and experimental
techniques, can be used to model the
complex physical processes causing
erosion and deposition so that the
mechanisms can be much better
understood. Tu (17) has recently
developed a computational component
that takes advantage of the Lagrange-
equivalent solid surface particulate
boundary conditions and now allows very
precise determination of the near surface
turbulent gas solid phase interaction
processes. Physical models describing the
particle erosion and deposition
mechanisms associated with turbulent gas-
particle flow in power boilers (18) can
also be extended.

3. DEVELOPMENTS IN
RADIOISOTOPE TRACERS

The introduction and use of new
formulations of encapsulated
radioisotopes, currently being researched
at ANSTO, will open up further
possibilities for the utilisation of
radiotracer applications for a wider range
of validation work not only in medical but
also in industrial investigations.

Examples of current progress are the
development of encapsulated noble gases
in carbon matrices. It has been shown that
the noble gases argon, krypton and xenon
can be incorporated into the interstitial
sites in Cgo fullerene to form
stoichiometric compounds of the type
XiCeo, where X is the noble gas(19-21).
This has been achieved using Hot Isostatic
Pressing and for argon the typical
conditions are a pressure of 1.7 kbar and
temperatures of 200° or 400°C. The noble
gas is trapped in an interstitial well in the
fullerene matrix and is at a concentration
that is equivalent to a gas pressure of
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around 50 atmospheres. The resulting
compounds are stable at room
temperatures and can be irradiated without
major decomposition (22). Examination
of the irradiated compounds has indicated
that there is a small proportion (1-2%) of
transfer of the noble gas through a gamma
recoil mechanism, from the interstitial
position into the C«) cage to produce an
endohedral compound (23).

It has also been demonstrated that carbon
nanotubes can be filled with argon (24)
using HIP at 650°C at a pressure of 170
MPa. There is little observed gas loss
from the product over a period of several
months and the Ar pressure inside these
nanotubes at room temperature is
equivalent to 60MPa.

The preparation of these compounds and
the development of analogous materials
will open up the possibilities for studies in
the petrochemical and chemical industries
which have been restricted because of the
absence of a suitable short lived

radioisotope of carbon. By placing a
carbon shell, such as the fullerene
molecule, or other impervious materials
around the radionuclide of another
element that has the required half-life and
gamma emitting properties and combining
this with the ability to produce paniculate
materials of reproducible and narrow size
range, it will be possible to produce a
synthetic carbon tracer able to monitor the
behaviour of specific phases in multiphase
flow.

4. CONCLUSION

The exploitation of the recent advances in
computational hardware and software for
the solution of multiphase flow problems
in medicine and industry is linked to the
availability of suitable radioisotope tracer
materials to calibrate and validate the
models. Work being carried out at
ANSTO in both areas will be able to
contribute to the advancement of
multiphase flow studies.
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